
            FAQ          April 4th, 2011    
 
>Translation error     

The English rules say in section V, Companies in Receivership: "The company must 
pay compensation, at the current share price, for all shares owned by players other 
than the Director (No compensation is paid for the Director's shares.)" 
This is wrong. It should say "The company must pay compensation, at the initial 
share price, for all shares owned by players other than the Director..." 

>Translation error     
In the English rules, section V, * Bank of England, the second and third last item 
should say: 

- At the moment at which the second company is taken over by the 
Bank of England, the cheapest permanent train (5/5+, 6/6+, 8/D) on 
sale from the Bank is removed from the game. 
- At the moment the fifth company is taken over by the Bank of 
England, the cheapest permanent train (5/5+, 6/6+, 8/D) on sale from 
the Bank is removed from the game.    

> Is it allowed to sell shares in the first stock round?  
NO. In the first stock round you are not allowed to sell any shares.    

> Do small stations (dot towns) count towards the train range?  
NO. A train may go to or through any number of small stations and small harbours in 
addition to it’s range printed on it’s card. For instance a train may go from Whyalla to 
the nearby harbour – this is a valid route.    

> How do you count the K-K-bonus?  
Whenever the route of one train includes two K-Cities there is a bonus of £50.  
Whenever the route of one train includes three K-Cities there is a bonus of £100.  
Whenever the route of one train includes four K-Cities there is a bonus of £150.  
Whenever the route of one train includes all five K-Cities there is a bonus of £200.  
The bonus is added to the income.  

> Does "The Ghan" train receives a K-K-bonus? 
NO. "The Ghan" train never receives a K-K-bonus. Although it could run through 
several K-cities it doesn't stop there. 

> Does "The Ghan" train count villages? 
NO. "The Ghan" train only counts Alice Springs and the city where it starts.  

> Missprint in the rules 
On page 17 of the rules the last but one paragraf should say "You may not sell if, as a 
result of the sale, more than half of the company's shares would be in the Bank Pool." 

> Missprint on the charters 
The company charters say that the train limit drops to three with the first 3-train. That 
is wrong. The train limit remains 4 and drops to three with the first 4-train. 

> What happens with the Tasman tile in case it’s owning company goes into receivership? 
The director of the company which owns P3 has to lay the Tasman tile immediately if 
the company goes into receivership. 

> How do I put the stickers on the tokens? 
You got tokens for the eight companies. Put on one side the token stickers and on the 
other side the British flag. There is one less British flag because one company token 
without flag is reserved for the share price index. 
If a company goes into receivership, the Bank of England takes over, and you just flip 
the tokens. 
Put all the "70" on white tokens and all the "80" on the back side of them. 
Do the same with "90" and "100". These tokens will indicate the par price. 
On one white token put the “Ghan” sticker, on one the cactus (for the private company 
P2), on one the Double-O logo for the turn sequence. 
Then there are white and red tokens left without stickers. 
The red tokens are loans. 
The white tokens are put on the map on tracks that cross borders (a gauge change 
marker) 


